Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a direct elemental analysis method that can provide rapid results. A tightly-focused pulsed laser ablates material at the focal point of the laser, and forms an analytical plasma that is the source for elemental analysis. The volume of research on LIBS has expanded greatly in the past 10-15 years, to the extent that there have been more than 1000 published papers on LIBS in reputable, peer-reviewed journals in the last decade. The efficacy of LIBS is apparent in the fact that it was chosen as an analysis technology for the NASA Mars rover Curiosity.

Despite this rapid growth in interest and high-profile applications, the commercialization of LIBS has been seemingly slow, until very recently. Here we will examine the science behind several promising LIBS applications in materials science and aerosol science. In materials science we will touch on the application of LIBS to analysis of thin films, focusing on the ability to do depth profiling via successive ablations. Addressing the interface between materials science and aerosols, we will discuss recent work on measurements of impurities and real-time growth of carbon nanotubes in flames. Finally, we will examine the use of LIBS for general aerosol analysis, examining results from the direct analysis on filters as well as the promise and limitations of real-time analysis of single particles.
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